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Survey methodology
▪ Simultaneous online surveys in 4 European countries.

▪ 4 representative samples of each country’s national population aged at least 18

years old, interviewed from July 22nd to 28th 2021.

▪ In total, 4 018 people were interviewed distributed among the different countries
as follows:
▪ Germany: 1,001 people
▪ France: 1,002 people
▪ Spain: 1,005 people
▪ Sweden: 1,010 people

▪ Representativeness is ensured by the quota method and an adjustment applied to
the following variables: gender, age, region of residence and socio-professional category

of respondents in each country.
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State of mind regarding sustainable
development

All across Europe, more than 75% of the population claim to be aware regarding the various impacts of
their behaviour on the environment, and even more so in Spain and in France.
Q1. Do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
- To all, in % of answers "Agree" -

I pay attention not to buy
products and services that I do
not really need

87 1

I pay attention not to buy
products and services that
89I do
not really need

I pay attention not to buy
products and services that 88
I do
not really need
I am ready to make some
changes in my day-to-day
behaviour in order to protect90
the
environment

81

I am ready to make some
changes in my day-to-day
behaviour in order to protect the
environment

80

2

I am ready to make some
changes in my day-to-day
87the
behaviour in order to protect
environment

I pay attention to the impact of
my day-to-day behaviour on the
environment

79

3

I pay attention to the impact of
my day-to-day behaviour on
86the
environment

I pay attention to the impact of
my day-to-day behaviour on88
the
environment

It is important for me to buy
sustainable products

78

4

It is important for me to buy
87
sustainable products

It is important for me to buy
84
sustainable products

76

I pay attention more and more to
the origin of the products and
services I buy

77

5

I pay attention more and more to
the origin of the products82
and
services I buy

I pay attention more and more to
the origin of the products and
86
services I buy

77

83

79
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Consuming trends

In all countries, hygiene/cosmetics products and clothing/accessories were, by far, the most frequently
bought products over the past 12 months. Spaniards claim to have consumed more overall.
Q2. In the past 12 months, how often have you bought goods/services in each of the following categories?
- To all, in % of answers "Often/Sometimes" -

Well-being, hygiene and cosmeticsWell-being, hygiene and cosmetics
71

Well-being, hygiene and cosmetics
77

Well-being, hygiene and cosmetics
87

Clothing and accessories

Clothing and accessories
68

Clothing and accessories
68

Clothing and accessories
83

DIY, hardware and gardening

DIY, hardware and51
gardening

DIY, hardware and
50 gardening

DIY, hardware
49 and gardening

Cleaning products, car spare parts Cleaning products, car spare parts
50
and equipment
and equipment

Cleaning products, car spare parts
46
and equipment

Cleaning products, car spare parts
65
and equipment

Leisure activities
40 and culture

Leisure activities 57
and culture

Leisure activities
57 and culture

Computing, electronic, and electrical
Computing, electronic, and electrical Computing, electronic, and electrical
38
41
appliances
appliances
appliances
Sports equipment and physical
Sports equipment and physical
Sports equipment and physical
38
39
activities
activities
activities
Health (for instance: glasses, hearing
Health (for instance: glasses, hearing Health (for instance: glasses, hearing
35
43
aids, etc.)
aids, etc.)
aids, etc.)

Computing, electronic, and electrical
61
appliances
Sports equipment and physical
56
activities
Health (for instance: glasses, hearing
52
aids, etc.)

Leisure activities and culture

Toys and kids’ stuff

Toys
34 and kids’ stuff

Toys
39 and kids’ stuff

42Toys and kids’ stuff

Furniture and interior design

Furniture and
33 interior design

Furniture 38
and interior design

Furniture
40 and interior design

Jewellery and watches

Jewellery
and watches
28

Jewellery and watches
26

Travel and tourism

28Travel and tourism

31Travel and tourism

28

Jewellery and watches

41 Travel and tourism

68
60

37
50
35

35
32
33

29
33
22
29
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Consuming has been degraded by Covid. Particularly tourism and leisure, but also clothing. In all those
categories, more than a third of the population admit that they used to buy more of it before Covid
Q3. And when you think back on your life before the Covid-19 crisis, how often did you use to buy goods/services in each of the following categories?
- To all, in % of answers "More often than today" -

Leisure activities and culture

Leisure activities
40and culture

Leisure activities
38and culture

Leisure activities50
and culture

Travel and tourism

Travel
39and tourism

Travel
38and tourism

Travel and
53 tourism

Clothing and accessories

Clothing and
37accessories

Clothing and
38accessories

Clothing and50
accessories

Well-being, hygiene and cosmeticsWell-being, hygiene
and cosmetics
29 and cosmeticsWell-being, hygiene 36

Well-being, hygiene43
and cosmetics

Sports equipment and physical activities
Sports equipment and27
physical activities
Sports equipment and 30
physical activities
Sports equipment and 39
physical activities
DIY, hardware and gardening

DIY, hardware
23 and gardening

DIY, hardware
29 and gardening

DIY, hardware
30 and gardening

Cleaning products, car spare partsCleaning
and
products, car spare partsCleaning
and
products, car spare parts andCleaning products, car spare parts and
22
27
36
equipment
equipment
equipment
equipment
Computing, electronic, and electrical
Computing, electronic, and electrical
Computing, electronic, and electrical Computing, electronic, and electrical
21
29
36
appliances
appliances
appliances
appliances
Jewellery and watches

Jewellery
and watches
21

Jewellery
26 and watches

Jewellery
and watches
28

Furniture and interior design

Furniture
19 and interior design

Furniture and
29 interior design

Furniture
29 and interior design

Health (for instance: glasses, hearing
Health (for instance: glasses, hearing
Health (for instance: glasses, hearing Health (for instance: glasses, hearing
19 etc.)
33etc.)
aids, etc.)
aids,
aids, 28
etc.)
aids,
Toys and kids’ stuff

18 Toys and kids’ stuff

Toys
26 and kids’ stuff

29Toys and kids’ stuff

34
41

31
25
21

20
21
22

19
23
20
17

A majority of consumers (GE 64%, FR 62%, SP 76%, SW 62%) state that they used to buy more goods/services before Covid
at least one of those categories.
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However, consumers still expect to buy more products and services in the next 12 months than today.
This means they could, in the end, buy as much in a year’s time as they did before Covid.
Q4. In the next 12 months, how often do you think that you will buy goods/services in each of the following categories?
- To all, in % of answers "More often than today" -

Leisure activities and culture

Leisure activities
39and culture

Leisure activities
31 and culture

Leisure activities
44 and culture

Travel and tourism

Travel
38and tourism

Travel
33 and tourism

Travel
49and tourism

Clothing and accessories

Clothing and
33 accessories

Clothing30
and accessories

Clothing and
44 accessories

Well-being, hygiene and cosmeticsWell-being, hygiene
29 and cosmeticsWell-being, hygiene
30and cosmetics

Well-being, hygiene
42and cosmetics

Sports equipment and physical activities
Sports equipment and
Sports equipment and
Sports equipment and
25physical activities
26physical activities
36physical activities

33
43

28
25
22

DIY, hardware and gardening

DIY, hardware
23 and gardening

DIY, hardware
26 and gardening

DIY, hardware
and gardening
27

19

Furniture and interior design

Furniture
21and interior design

Furniture24
and interior design

Furniture
28 and interior design

20

Computing, electronic, and electrical
Computing, electronic, and electrical
Computing, electronic, and electrical Computing, electronic, and electrical
21
24
33
appliances
appliances
appliances
appliances
Cleaning products, car spare partsCleaning
and
products, car spare partsCleaning
and
products, car spare parts andCleaning products, car spare parts and
21
24
32
equipment
equipment
equipment
equipment
Health (for instance: glasses, hearing
Health (for instance: glasses, hearing
Health (for instance: glasses, hearing Health (for instance: glasses, hearing
20 etc.)
31 etc.)
aids, etc.)
aids,
aids,26
etc.)
aids,
Jewellery and watches

Jewellery
and watches
19

Jewellery
and watches
20

Toys and kids’ stuff

17 Toys and kids’ stuff

Toys and kids’ stuff
22

20

17
22

23Jewellery and watches

16

Toys and kids’ stuff

15

27

A majority of consumers (GE 60%, FR 52%, SP 70%, SW 63%) also believe that, in 12 months’ time, they will buy more
goods/services than today at least one of those categories. Which could, in time, compensate the decrease due to Covid.
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Choosing between second-hand/reconditioned
and brand-new products

Second-hand products account for a minority of purchases. However, it has already become significant
in furniture, clothing and electronics. Spaniards state they buy less second-hand than other countries.
Q5. In the past 12 months, how often have you picked second-hand/reconditioned products over brand-new products in each of the following categories?
- To all, in % of answers "Often/Sometimes pick second-hand/recondtionned products over brand-new products" -

Clothing and accessories

Clothing and
36accessories

Clothing and
38accessories

Clothing
30 and accessories

Furniture and interior design

Furniture and
33interior design

Furniture and interior
38 design

Furniture
30and interior design

40
46

Computing, electronic, and electrical
Computing, electronic, and electrical
Computing, electronic, and electrical Computing, electronic, and electrical
33
33
31
appliances
appliances
appliances
appliances

33

DIY, hardware and gardening

DIY, hardware
32and gardening

DIY, hardware
33and gardening

DIY, hardware
and gardening
28

34

Toys and kids’ stuff

Toys
31and kids’ stuff

Toys
33and kids’ stuff

26 Toys and kids’ stuff

34

Jewellery and watches

Jewellery
30 and watches

Jewellery
27 and watches

Jewellery and watches
25

33

Sports equipment

Sports
30 equipment

Sports
31 equipment

Leisure activities and culture

Leisure activities
30 and culture

Leisure activities
35 and culture

25

Sports equipment

31

Leisure
25 activities and culture

31

Cleaning products, car spare partsCleaning
and
products, car spare partsCleaning
and
products, car spare parts andCleaning products, car spare parts and
30
30
25
equipment
equipment
equipment
equipment

28

Around half of the population (GE 53%, FR 54%, SP 47%, SW 64%) claim to have bought at least once a second-hand or
reconditioned product over a brand-new one.
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Covid did not have a major impact on buying second-hand. Around 20% of consumers claim they used
to buy more of it before (see below), but around 15% state they used to buy less of it.
Q6. And when you think back on your life before the Covid-19 crisis, how often did you use to pick second-hand/reconditioned products over brand-new products in each of the following
categories?
- To all, in % of answers "More often than today" -

Clothing and accessories

Clothing
19 and accessories
Sports equipment

21 Sports equipment

Leisure activities and culture

Leisure
17activities and culture

Furniture and interior design
DIY, hardware and gardening

Sports equipment

17

Clothing
24 and accessories

Clothing
23 and accessories

19

16

Sports equipment

12

Leisure22
activities and culture

Leisure
19 activities and culture

13

Furniture
16 and interior design

Furniture
21and interior design

Furniture
19 and interior design

DIY, hardware
and gardening
15

DIY, hardware
22 and gardening

DIY, 19
hardware and gardening

Computing, electronic, and electrical
Computing, electronic, and electrical
Computing, electronic, and electrical Computing, electronic, and electrical
15
21
22
appliances
appliances
appliances
appliances

Toys and kids’ stuff

Toys and kids’ stuff
22

14

13

Toys and kids’ stuff

12

Cleaning products, car spare partsCleaning
and
products, car spare partsCleaning
and
products, car spare parts and
Cleaning products, car spare parts and
15
21
20
equipment
equipment
equipment
equipment

13

Toys and kids’ stuff

Jewellery
and watches
20

12

18Jewellery and watches

Jewellery and watches

Jewellery and watches
15

16

15

19

13

More than a third of the population believe that they will buy more second-hand products in at least
one of those categories in the future. Again, clothing and furniture come first. Jewellery comes last.
Q7. In the next 12 months, how often do you think that you will pick second-hand/reconditioned products over brand-new products in each of the following categories?
- To all, in % of answers "More often than today" -

Clothing and accessories

Clothing
20 and accessories

Clothing
28and accessories

Clothing
25 and accessories

21

Furniture and interior design

Furniture
19 and interior design

Furniture 27
and interior design

Furniture
24and interior design

21

Computing, electronic, and electrical
Computing, electronic, and electrical
Computing, electronic, and electrical
Computing, electronic, and electrical
19
28
26
appliances
appliances
appliances
appliances
DIY, hardware and gardening

DIY, hardware
and gardening
17

DIY, hardware
23 and gardening

18

Sports equipment

Sports equipment
26

21

Sports equipment

17

Toys and kids’ stuff

17 Toys and kids’ stuff

Toys
26 and kids’ stuff

21 Toys and kids’ stuff

17

Leisure activities and culture

Leisure
16activities and culture

Leisure activities
28 and culture

Leisure
22activities and culture

17

Cleaning products, car spare partsCleaning
and
products, car spare partsCleaning
and
products, car spare parts and
Cleaning products, car spare parts and
16
26
21
equipment
equipment
equipment
equipment

16

Sports equipment

Jewellery and watches

17

DIY, hardware
28 and gardening

18

Jewellery and watches
16

Jewellery
and watches
24

Jewellery and watches
19

16

Overall, more than a third of the population (GE 36%, FR 42%, SP 40%, SW 38%) believe that they will buy more secondhand products in at least one of those categories in the future.
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There are several important incentives to buy second-hand products: price, but also quality, responsibility
and time-proof (less so in Spain and Sweden). But getting the product faster is not a major motivation.
Q8. When you pick a second-hand/reconditioned product over a brand-new product, is each of the following reasons important or unimportant in your choice?
- Those who have bought second-hand/reconditioned products in the past 12 months, in % of answers "Important" -

Paying less for your product

Paying less for your product
79

Paying less for your product
87

Paying less for your product
85

Behaving responsibly regarding
the environment: avoiding waste
or overconsumption, buy local etc.

Behaving responsibly regarding
the environment: avoiding waste
76
or overconsumption, buy local etc.

Behaving responsibly regarding
the environment: avoiding waste
86
or overconsumption, buy local etc.

Behaving responsibly regarding
the environment: avoiding waste
82
or overconsumption, buy local etc.

Benefiting from a time-proven
product

Benefiting from a time-proven
76
product

Benefiting from a time-proven
85
product

Benefiting from a time-proven
product 72

Benefiting from a higher-quality
product that you could not afford
as brand-new

Benefiting from a higher-quality
product that you could not 74
afford
as brand-new

Benefiting from a higher-quality
product that you could not afford
86
as brand-new

Benefiting from a higher-quality
product that you could not afford
87
as brand-new

Getting your product faster than
you would have if it were new

Getting your product faster than
you would have if it59
were new

Getting your product faster than
71 new
you would have if it were

Getting your product faster than
you would have if 64
it were new

83

80

72

80

47
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The most important scares than can drive consumers away from second-hand products are doubts
about the quality/durability and worry about the lack of warranty.
Q9. On the contrary, when you pick a brand-new product over a second-hand/reconditioned product, is each of the following reasons important or unimportant in your choice?
- To all, in % of answers "Important" -

Being unsure of the quality of the
second-hand/reconditioned
product

Being unsure of the quality of the
second-hand/reconditioned
81
product

Being unsure of the quality of the
second-hand/reconditioned
84
product

Being unsure of the quality of the
second-hand/reconditioned89
product

81

Being unsure how long the
second-hand/reconditioned
product would last

Being unsure how long the
second-hand/reconditioned
79
product would last

Being unsure how long the
second-hand/reconditioned
85
product would last

Being unsure how long the
second-hand/reconditioned
87
product would last

81

No warranty or after-sales service

No warranty or after-sales
77service

No warranty or after-sales service
83

No warranty or after-sales service
89

Lack of trust for Peer-to-Peer
transactions and second-hand
actors

Lack of trust for Peer-to-Peer
transactions and second-hand
69
actors

Lack of trust for Peer-to-Peer
transactions and second-hand
78
actors

Lack of trust for Peer-to-Peer
transactions and second-hand
75
actors

The pleasure of buying the new
product by yourself

The pleasure of buying the new
68
product by yourself

The pleasure of buying the new
72
product by yourself

The pleasure of buying the new
75
product by yourself

73

70

63
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Choosing retailers

Online marketplaces have become dominant in consuming frequency in the past 12 months. A bit less
so in Sweden.
Q10. In the past 12 months, how often would you say that you have shopped from each of the following places?
- To all, in % of answers "Often/Sometines" -

Online, directly from a marketplace
(Amazon, Aliexpress, etc.)

Online, directly from a marketplace Online, directly from a marketplace
67
(Amazon, Aliexpress, etc.)72
(Amazon, Aliexpress, etc.)

Online, directly from a marketplace
(Amazon, Aliexpress, etc.) 80

In a local shop (not belonging to a major
brand)

In a local shop (not belonging to a
major brand)57

In a local shop (not belonging to a
major brand)54

In a local shop (not belonging to a
73
major brand)

In a shopping center or in a department
store

In a shopping center or in a
department55
store

In a shopping center or in a
department store 69

In a shopping center or in a
department store75

46
59
64

Online, directly from a shop belonging Online, directly from a shop belonging
Online, directly from a shop belonging to aOnline, directly from a shop belonging
51
major brand
to a major brand55
to a major brand
to a major brand 63
In a shop belonging to a major brand In a shop belonging to47
a major brandIn a shop belonging to a major
57 brand

In a shop belonging to a major
66 brand

Online, from a website allowing private
Online, from a website allowing private
Online, from a website allowing private Online, from a website allowing private
individuals to buy and sell their products
44 sell their… individuals to buy and
42 sell their…
50 sell their…
individuals
to
buy
and
individuals to buy and
(Vinted, eBay, etc.)
Online, directly from a local shop

Online, directly39
from a local shop

Online, directly from
41 a local shop

59
39

Online, directly from
53a local shop

Buying directly a product from a private
Buying directly a product from a private Buying directly a product from a private
Buying directly a product from a private
33
37
42
individual
individual
individual
individual
In a second-hand shop or place (flea In a second-hand shop or place (fleaIn a second-hand shop or place (flea
market, junk shop, etc.)
market,28
junk shop, etc.)
market, junk36
shop, etc.)

58

In a second-hand shop or place (flea
39 shop, etc.)
market, junk

Overall, most of the population (GE 84%, FR 78%, SP 88%, SW 77%) claim that they have shopped at least once online.

45
34
40
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Department stores and shopping centres have been hit severely: around 35% of consumers say they
used to go more in those places before Covid.
Q11. And when you think back on your life before the Covid-19 crisis, how often did you use to buy goods/services from each of the following places?
- To all, in % of answers "More often than today" -

In a shopping center or in a department
In a shopping center or in a department
In a shopping center or in a department
44
store 36
store 35
store

35

In a shopping center or in a department store

a local shop (not belonging to a In
major
a local shop (not belonging to a In
major
a local shop (not belonging to a major
In a local shop (not belonging to aInmajor
28
brand)
brand) 32
brand)
brand) 36

29

In a shop belonging to a major brand
In a shop belonging29
to a major brand
In a shop belonging31
to a major brand
In a shop belonging to 38
a major brand

29

Online, directly from a marketplaceOnline, directly from a marketplaceOnline, directly from a marketplace
Online, directly from a marketplace (Amazon,
29
33
Aliexpress, etc.)
(Amazon, 23
Aliexpress, etc.)
(Amazon, Aliexpress,
etc.)
(Amazon, Aliexpress,
etc.)

19

In a second-hand shop or place (flea
In a second-hand shop or place (flea
In a second-hand shop or place (flea
In a second-hand shop or place (flea market,
22
30
junk shop, etc.)
market, junk shop, etc.)
market, junk shop, etc.)
market, junk 31
shop, etc.)

26

Online,
Online,
to directly from a shop belonging
Online,
to directly from a shop belonging to
Online, directly from a shop belonging
to a directly from a shop belonging
22brand
30
major brand
a major
a major25
brand
a major brand

21

Online, from a website allowing private
Online, from a website allowing private
Online, from a website allowing private
Online, from a website allowing private
individuals to buy and sell their products
21
25and sell their… individuals to buy29
individuals
to
buy
and
sell
their…
individuals
to
buy
and sell their…
(Vinted, eBay, etc.)

20

Online, directly from a local shop Online, directly
from a local shop
20 from a local shop Online, directly
24from a local shop Online, directly 30

Buying directly a product from a private
Buying directly a product from a private
Buying directly a product from a private
Buying directly a product from a private
19
25
30
individual
individual
individual
individual

18
20

Overall, around half of the population (GE 47%, FR 45%, SP 56%, SW 47%) claim that they used to shop more at physical
places (shops, stores, etc.) before the Covid-19 crisis.
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Shopping centres and local shops can be expected to recover in the next 12 months, but maybe not to
the level where they were before Covid.
Q12. In the next 12 months, how often do you think that you will buy goods/services from each of the following places?
- To all, in % of answers "More often than today" -

In a shopping center or in a department
In a shopping center or in a department
In a shopping center or in a department
41
store 32
store 31
store

32

In a shopping center or in a department store

a local shop (not belonging to a In
major
a local shop (not belonging to a In
major
a local shop (not belonging to a major
In a local shop (not belonging to aInmajor
29
brand)
brand)30
brand)
brand) 38

27

In a shop belonging to a major brand
In a shop belonging
In a shop belonging
In a shop belonging to
27to a major brand
28to a major brand
34a major brand

26

Online, directly from a marketplaceOnline, directly from a marketplaceOnline, directly from a marketplace
Online, directly from a marketplace (Amazon,
25
30
38 etc.)
Aliexpress, etc.)
(Amazon, Aliexpress,
etc.)
(Amazon, Aliexpress,
etc.)
(Amazon, Aliexpress,

19

In a second-hand shop or place (flea
In a second-hand shop or place (flea
In a second-hand shop or place (flea
In a second-hand shop or place (flea market,
22
29
junk shop, etc.)
market, junk shop, etc.)
market, junk shop, etc.)
market, junk29
shop, etc.)

26

Online, directly from a local shop Online, directly
22 from a local shop Online, directly
25from a local shop Online, directly from
34 a local shop

20

Online,
Online,
to directly from a shop belonging
Online,
to directly from a shop belonging to
Online, directly from a shop belonging
to a directly from a shop belonging
22brand
33
major brand
a major
a major 26
brand
a major brand

21

Online, from a website allowing private
Online, from a website allowing private
Online, from a website allowing private
Online, from a website allowing private
individuals to buy and sell their products
22
26
individuals to buy and sell their… individuals to buy and sell their… individuals to buy 31
and sell their…
(Vinted, eBay, etc.)

18

Buying directly a product from a private
Buying directly a product from a private
Buying directly a product from a private
Buying directly a product from a private
19
25
30
individual
individual
individual
individual

19

Overall, around half of the population (GE 45%, FR 42%, SP 55%, SW 45%) believe that they will shop more at physical
places (shops, stores, etc.) in the next 12 months.
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Buying second-hand products occurs mostly on specific websites, a bit more than in second-hand
shops and places (except in Sweden, where those come first).
Q13. In the past 12 months, have you shopped second-hand/reconditioned products from each of the following places?
- Those who have picked second-hand/reconditioned products over brand-new products in at least one of categories, in % of answers "Yes" -

Online, from a website allowing private
Online, from a website allowing private
Online, from a website allowing private
Online, from a website allowing private
individuals to buy and sell their products
individuals to buy and sell their products
individuals
to buy and sell their products
individuals to buy and sell their products
57
53
63
(Vinted, eBay, etc.)
(Vinted, eBay, etc.)
(Vinted, eBay, etc.)
(Vinted, eBay, etc.)
Online, directly from a marketplaceOnline, directly from a marketplaceOnline, directly from a marketplace
Online, directly from a marketplace (Amazon,
51
57
Aliexpress, etc.)
(Amazon, Aliexpress, etc.)
(Amazon, Aliexpress, 49
etc.)
(Amazon, Aliexpress, etc.)
In a shopping center or in a department
In a shopping center or in a department
In a shopping center or in a department
41
45
store
store 37
store

In a shopping center or in a department store

52
33
35

In a second-hand shop or place (flea
In a second-hand shop or place (flea
In a second-hand shop or place (flea
In a second-hand shop or place (flea market,
48
junk shop, etc.)
market, junk shop,41
etc.)
market, junk shop, etc.)
market, junk shop, etc.) 56
Online,
Online,
to directly from a shop belonging
Online,
to directly from a shop belonging to
Online, directly from a shop belonging
to a directly from a shop belonging
33
major brand
a major brand39
a major brand
a major brand 46
a local shop (not belonging to a In
major
a local shop (not belonging to a In
major
a local shop (not belonging to a major
In a local shop (not belonging to aInmajor
47
brand)
brand) 37
brand) 36
brand)

57
35
38

Online, directly from a local shop Online, directly from
local shop
36a local shop Online, directly from
33 a local shop Online, directly from a43

32

In a shop belonging to a major brand
In a shop belonging to
In a shop belonging to
In a shop belonging to a39
major brand
33a major brand
33a major brand

33

A vast majority of those who picked second-hand/reconditioned products (GE 82%, FR 76%, SP 83%, SW 69%)
say that they have bought at least one of those online.

21

Consumers do not always buy second-hand products from the cheapest place available: price does
matter to them, but they also take into account the condition of the product, as well as other criteria
Q14. How did you choose the place where you most frequently shopped second-hand/reconditioned products from?
- Those who have picked second-hand/reconditioned products over brand-new products in at least one of categories, in % -

You was
picked the place where the price
Youwas
picked the place where the price
Youwas
picked the place where the price was
You picked the place where the price
41
lowest
lowest 36
lowest 32
lowest

34

You
picked the place where the product
You picked the place where the product
You picked the place where the product
You picked the place where the product
was
31shape
39
in the best shape
was in the best
was in the best32
shape
was in the best shape
You
You
thepicked the place that delivered
You
thepicked the place that delivered the
You picked the place that delivered
thepicked the place that delivered
23
26
28 home
product to your home
product to your home
product to your home
product to your

You
picked the place which had the
You
best
picked the place which had the
You
best
picked the place which had the best
You picked the place which had the
best
23
22
34
guarantee/warranty
guarantee/warranty
guarantee/warranty
guarantee/warranty
You picked the place where it wasYou
the picked the place where it wasYou
the picked the place where it was the
You picked the place where it was the easiest
21to place an order easiest for you 24
for you to place an order
easiest for you
to place an order easiest for you to27
place an order
You picked the place closest to where
You picked the place closest to where
You picked the place closest to where
20 live
28
29
you
you live
you live

You picked the place closest to where you live

youdid not pick a particular place,You
youdid not pick a particular place, you
You did not pick a particular place, you You
just did not pick a particular place,You
happened to see a second-hand product there
just happened 17
to see a second-hand
just happened to20
see a second-hand
just happened
11 to see a second-hand
that suited your needs
product there that suited your needs
product there that suited your needs
product there that suited your needs

31
18
15

22
32
25

22

When they choose to buy a product in a shop, consumers usually do so in order to see the product for themselves,
to have immediate access and to support local shops – not because they lack trust on online sales.
Q15. And when you pick buying a product in a shop rather than online, which of the following criteria are the most important in your choice?
- To all, in % -

You like to see/touch the productYou
for like to see/touch the product forYou like to see/touch the product for
52
52
64
yourself
yourself
yourself

67

You like to see/touch the product for yourself

You want immediate access to the You want immediate access to the
You want immediate access to the productYou want immediate access to the
38
45
you buy
product you38
buy
product you buy
product you buy

40

You want to support shops in your You want to support shops in your
You want to support shops in yourYou want to support shops in your
36
30
38
neighbourhood
neighbourhood
neighbourhood
neighbourhood

40

You
like to be assisted by vendors
You
in like
yourto be assisted by vendors inYou
your
like to be assisted by vendors in your
You like to be assisted by vendors
in your
24
30
choice
choice
choice 28
choice

22

You like the experience of going shopping
You like the experience
shopping
like the experience of going
You like the experience of 38
going shopping
23of going You
32 shopping

You 12
don’t trust online payments

10

It is difficult for you to have products
It is difficult for you to have productsIt is difficult for you to have products
It is difficult for you to have products delivered
10 at your home
9 at your home
10
at your home
delivered
delivered
delivered
at your home

10

You don’t trust online payments

You don’t
10 trust online payments You don’t13trust online payments

33

It is you
difficult for you to pay online Itbyiscard,
difficult for you to pay online by Itcard,
is difficult for you to pay online by card,
It is difficult for you to pay online by card,
9 rather pay by cash you would10
12rather pay by cash
would rather pay by cash
you would
rather pay by cash
you would

9

You
don’t trust the product sold online
You don’t
to trust the product sold online
Youtodon’t trust the product sold online to
You don’t trust the product sold online
to be
8 transported in good
16
stored and transported in good conditions
be stored and
be…stored and transported
in good…be stored and16
transported in good…
None of these reasons

13None of these reasons

None of these reasons
12

6

None of these reasons

19
6

The share of the population quoting a lack of trust regarding online payments or regarding the transportation of
products sold online never amounts to more than a quarter of the population (GE 17%, FR 25%, SP 24%, SW 25%).
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Buying second-hand/reconditioned products

More than 6 consumers out of 10 want to see more second-hand products in at least one of those
places. They focus their expectations on physical shops, particularly in France and in Sweden.
Q16. Would you want to see more second-hand/reconditioned products in each of the following places?
- To all, in % of answers "Yes" -

Online, directly from a marketplaceOnline, directly from a marketplaceOnline, directly from a marketplace
Online, directly from a marketplace (Amazon,
54
53
Aliexpress, etc.)
(Amazon, Aliexpress, 50
etc.)
(Amazon, Aliexpress, etc.)
(Amazon, Aliexpress, etc.)

In a shop belonging to a major brand
In a shop belonging to a major
In a shop belonging to a major brand
brand
49 brand
58In a shop belonging to a major53

a local shop (not belonging to a In
major
a local shop (not belonging to a In
major
a local shop (not belonging to a major
In a local shop (not belonging to aInmajor
48
56
53
brand)
brand)
brand)
brand)

54

60

63

In a shopping center or in a department
In a shopping center or in a department
In a shopping center or in a department
46
59
53
store
store
store

59

Online,
Online,
to directly from a shop belonging
Online,
to directly from a shop belonging to
Online, directly from a shop belonging
to a directly from a shop belonging
52
51
major brand
a major brand 46
a major brand
a major brand

59

Online, directly from a local shop Online, directly from a45
local shop Online, directly from a local
51 shop Online, directly from a local
52shop

58

In a shopping center or in a department store

More than 6 consumers out of 10 (GE 64%, FR 70%, SP 68%, SW 74%) would want to see more second-hand or
reconditioned products in at least one of these places.
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Whichever the place, if there were more second-hand products available, at least half of the consumers
think they would buy more of them
Q17. If there were more second-hand/reconditioned products in each of the following places, would you say that it would encourage you to buy more second-hand/reconditioned products?
If there were more second-hand/reconditioned products…
- To all, in % of answers "Yes, it would encourage you" -

a local shop (not belonging to a In
major
a local shop (not belonging to a In
major
a local shop (not belonging to a major
In a local shop (not belonging to aInmajor
53
58
59
brand)
brand)
brand)
brand)

63

In a shop belonging to a major brand
In a shop belonging to a major53
brand
In a shop belonging to a major brand
58In a shop belonging to a major brand
58

62

In a shopping center or in a department
In a shopping center or in a department
In a shopping center or in a department
51
58
58
store
store
store

61

In a shopping center or in a department store

Online,
Online,
to directly from a shop belonging
Online,
to directly from a shop belonging to
Online, directly from a shop belonging
to a directly from a shop belonging
51
51
54
major brand
a major brand
a major brand
a major brand

Online, directly from a marketplaceOnline, directly from a marketplaceOnline, directly from a marketplace
Online, directly from a marketplace (Amazon,
51
52
55
Aliexpress, etc.)
(Amazon, Aliexpress, etc.)
(Amazon, Aliexpress, etc.)
(Amazon, Aliexpress, etc.)

Online, directly from a local shop Online, directly from a local
shop
48 shop Online, directly from a local
51 shop Online, directly from a local55

More than 6 consumers out of 10 (GE 63%, FR 67%, SP 69%, SW 74%) believe they would be encouraged to buy more
second-hand or reconditioned products if they were more available in at least one of these places.

59

50

58

26

Choosing payment methods

Paying the full amount remains the norm. However, deferred credit cards are used by a significant
portion of the population, even if this is less true in Germany.
Q18. In the past 12 months, did you use each of the following payment methods?
- To all, in % of answers "Yes" -

By paying the full amount as soon as
purchasing the good/service

By paying the full amount as soon
80
as purchasing the good/service

By paying the full amount as soon
76
as purchasing the good/service

By paying the full amount as soon
84
as purchasing the good/service

By using a split-payment offered by the
shop

By using a split-payment offered by
27 the shop

By using a split-payment offered by
34 shop
the

By using a split-payment offered by
31the shop

26

By using a deferred payment offered By using a deferred payment offered
22 by the shop
20by the shop

By using a deferred payment offered
24by the shop

27

By using a deferred payment offered by
the shop

By using a deferred debit card

By
21using a deferred debit card

By using 35
a deferred debit card

By using a deferred
debit card
48

By contracting a consumer credit

By16
contracting a consumer credit

By contracting
a consumer credit
19

By contracting
a consumer credit
19

By
14contracting a revolving credit

By contracting
a revolving credit
16

By
15contracting a revolving credit

By contracting a revolving credit

87

34

23

16

In all countries but Germany (GE 44%, FR 57%, SP 66%, SW 57%), the majority of the population claim they have used at
least one alternative payment method in the past 12 months.
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Alternative payment methods should be growing in the next 12 months – thanks to an overall increase
of consumption.
Q19. In the next 12 months, how often do you think that you will use each of the following payment methods?
- To all, in % of answers "More often than today" -

Byas
paying the full amount as soon as
By paying the full amount as soon as
By paying the full amount as soon as
By paying the full amount as soon
29
37
purchasing the good/service
purchasing the good/service
purchasing the31
good/service
purchasing the good/service

By using a deferred
debit card
32

17

Bybyusing
Byby
using a deferred payment offered
Byby
using a deferred payment offered by
By using a deferred payment offered
the a deferred payment offered
27
27
shop
the 19
shop
the shop
the shop

18

By using a split-payment offered byBy
theusing a split-payment offered byBy
theusing a split-payment offered by the
19
30
27
shop
shop
shop

18

By using a deferred debit card

By using a20
deferred debit card

By using a26
deferred debit card

26

By using a split-payment offered by the shop

By contracting a consumer creditBy contracting
18a consumer credit By contracting
22a consumer credit

By contracting a revolving credit By contracting
17 a revolving credit

By contracting
23 a revolving credit

By contracting
24a consumer credit

17

By contracting
24 a revolving credit

18

More than a quarter of the population (GE 29%, FR 36%, SP 44%, SW 27%) believe they will use more at least one
alternative payment method in the next 12 months.
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Paying the full amount remains the most common method to buy second-hand products, but not the
only one. Deferred debit cards and split-payment are also relatively common options.
Q20. When you buy second-hand/reconditioned products, how do you usually pay for it?
- To those who have bought second-hand/reconditioned products, in % -

as paying the full amount as soon By
as paying the full amount as soon as
By paying the full amount as soonBy
as paying the full amount as soon By
54
56
purchasing the good/service
purchasing the good/service58
purchasing the good/service
purchasing the good/service

By using a deferred debit card

By using
11 a deferred debit card

By using
10 a deferred debit card

64

By using
17a deferred debit card

11

using a deferred payment offered
By by
using a deferred payment offered
By by
using a deferred payment offered by
By using a deferred payment offered By
by the
11the shop
8 the shop
9 the shop
shop

7

By using a split-payment offered by
Bythe
using a split-payment offered by
Bythe
using a split-payment offered by the
10 shop
17
8 shop
shop

8

By using a split-payment offered by the shop

By contracting a revolving credit By contracting
a revolving credit By contracting
a revolving credit By contracting
a revolving credit
6
7
5

By contracting a consumer credit By contracting
a consumer credit By contracting
a consumer credit By contracting
a consumer credit
4
4
5

4

6

30

Alternative payment methods could encourage some consumers to buy second-hand products.
Particularly in Spain (or even in France), less so in Germany and in Sweden
Q21. If you could buy second-hand/reconditioned products with each of the following payment methods, would you say that it would encourage you to buy more second-hand/reconditioned
products? If you could buy second-hand/reconditioned products…
- To all, in % of answers "Yes, it would encourage you" -

as paying the full amount as soon By
as paying the full amount as soon as
By paying the full amount as soonBy
as paying the full amount as soon By
41
44
52
purchasing the good/service
purchasing the good/service
purchasing the good/service
purchasing the good/service

49

using a deferred payment offered
By by
using a deferred payment offered
By by
using a deferred payment offered by
By using a deferred payment offered By
by the
30
shop
the shop
the shop 35
the shop 40

28

By using a split-payment offered by
Bythe
using a split-payment offered by
Bythe
using a split-payment offered by the
39
43
shop30
shop
shop

28

By using a split-payment offered by the shop

By using a deferred debit card

By using a deferred
debit card
27

By using a deferred
34 debit card

By using a deferred
43debit card

By contracting a consumer credit By contracting26
a consumer credit By contracting26
a consumer credit By contracting a consumer
credit
33

By contracting a revolving credit By contracting
revolving credit
25a revolving credit By contracting
26a revolving credit By contracting a32

26

24

21

Around 4 consumers out of 10 (GE 39%, FR 47%, SP 54%, SW 38%) believe they would be encouraged to buy more
second-hand or reconditioned products if they could use at least one of the following alternative payment methods.
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Perception of the retailer's actions to help
consumers adopt sustainable consumption

More than 1 consumer out of 3 believe that retailers are not doing enough to help them towards
sustainable consumption…
Q22. Would you say that retailers are currently putting not enough effort, just enough effort or too much effort to help the consumers towards sustainable consumption?
- To all, in % -

Not enough effort

Not37
enough effort

Not enough
42 effort

Not36
enough effort

Just enough effort

Just enough effort
59

Just enough
53effort

Just enough56
effort

Too much effort

4

Too much effort

5

Too much effort

8

Too much effort

42

51

7

33

… even though consumers believe that retailers are, overall, on the right track towards sustainable
consumption
Q23. And, compared to a few years ago, would you say that retailers have been putting less, as much, or more effort to help the consumers towards sustainable consumption?
- To all, in % -

Less effort than before

Less effort than before
18

Less effort than before
16

11 Less effort than before

As much effort as before

As much effort as before
56

As much effort 48
as before

As much effort as
49before

More effort than before

More
26effort than before

More effort
36 than before

More effort40
than before

12

60

28

34

